Making a Difference for the Environment
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March 2018

Serving Kent, Portage County and Beyond
Welcome to the March 2018 issue of the Kent Environmental Council newsletter.
The focus for KEC in 2018 is making connections

KEC Annual Meeting and Speaker Recap

The KEC membership
reelected Lis Regula and
Bob Heath as chair and vice
chair, respectively, at the
organization's annual
meeting on February 27.
KEC's focus for 2018 will
continue to be "Making
Connections." The
treasurer's report was
approved and a donation
to the Portage Parks
Foundation were approved.
Regula noted the sad passing of three of KEC's founders in less than a year: Edith
Chase, Harold Walker and Gene Wenninger. We miss their enthusiasm, guidance
and counsel. Successful events in 2017 included tours at three local bogs on Nation
Parks Land Day, environmentally focused presentations on Democracy Day in Kent
and a shout-out from the stage at the Bella Fleck concert for the group's generous
contribution to KEC from merchandise sold that night. A big win occurred when
Kent City Council passed a resolution to support the Paris Climate Accord and
develop a climate action plan.
Max Schaffer from the Ohio Environmental Council (OEC), the scheduled speaker
for the evening, was ill and unable to attend. Fortunately, he sent his presentation
information to Regula, who very ably filled in for him. Here is a recap of the
presentation:

Federal Outlook
The presentation began with a discussion of proposed federal cuts to programs
that would affect the government's ability to protect the environment. These
include cuts to the Department of Energy (including large cuts related to
renewable energy and energy research), the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Association (20%), the U.S.
Geological Survey (21%), the
Environmental Protection
Agency (24%), the National
Aeronautics and Space
Administration, protection
for endangered species, and
funding for the Great Lakes
(91%)-because the lakes
supposedly have been restored
enough and need no further
protection. Both Ohio senators,
Sherrod Brown (D) and Rob Portman (R), have spoken out strongly against cuts to
Great Lakes funding. An audience member pointed out that because of the Trump
administration's tax cuts, $1.5 trillion less was available for distribution among
government departments and programs.
One bright spot: The United States paid its dues to the United Nations Paris
Climate Accord!
Sen. Tom Carper (D-Delaware) and Sen. Sheldon Whitehouse (D-Rhode Island)
have undertaken a review of the selection process for EPA advisory boards to get
environmentally focused people back on these committees.
State Outlook
The Ohio Environmental Council Action Fund (OECAF) is
actively engaged with the Ohio General Assembly and the
Kasich administration on policies that promote clean
energy and protect Ohio's water quality and public lands.
Here are some legislative items in the pipeline, including
bill numbers and bill sponsors:
• HB 114 (Blessing) - Renewable Energy Standards. This
bill would make Ohio's renewable energy standards and energy efficiency
standards completely voluntary. The OECAF opposes this legislation in its
current form. By converting Ohio's renewable portfolio and energy
efficiency standards to voluntary goals, creating special exemptions for
large energy users, and watering down Ohio's cost-saving energy efficiency
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standard, House Bill 114 would entrench Ohio in energy sources of the
past, increase air pollution, inflate Ohioans' energy bills and squash
technological innovation in the Buckeye State.
House Bill 239 (Smith/Carfagna)/Senate Bill 155 (Terhar/Peterson) - Ohio
Valley Electric Corporation (OVEC) Bailouts. These companion pieces of
legislation propose a multimillion-dollar subsidy for electric utilities paid for
by customers of AEP-Ohio, FirstEnergy, Duke, and Dayton Power & Light.
All of these companies are shareholders of the OVEC. The cost of the
subsidy is approximately $256 million per year for approximately the next
23 years. The subsidy enables the owners of the OVEC to continue
operating two coal-fired power plants that will be 85 years old by the time
the subsidy expires. The plants are Kyger Creek in Cheshire, Ohio, and Clifty
Creek in Madison, Indiana. Together, these plants produce massive
amounts of air pollution harmful to Ohioans' health. The Kyger Creek plant
alone is responsible for 305 asthma attacks and 29 heart attacks per year.
These plants should not be propped up by Ohio consumers, and instead
should be subject to the competitive market just like every other power
plant operating in the region. The OECAF strongly opposes these pieces of
legislation.
House Bill 225 (Thompson) - Orphan Well Program. This bill seeks to streamline
the Ohio Orphan Well Program and ensure robust funding. Orphaned wells
are improperly abandoned oil or gas wells that are no longer in production
and often are several decades old. They pose a hazard to the environment
and to human health and safety. Until they are located and properly
plugged, they are pathways to pollution. Risks include fire, overflow of oil
or brine into ecologically sensitive areas such as streams, and groundwater
contamination. The bill requires the Ohio Department of Natural Resources
to better protect Ohioans by locating, prioritizing and plugging orphaned
and abandoned oil and gas wells in a timely manner. While the OEC
believes the funding levels in the bill may not be feasible for the industry,
the organization supports the legislation.
House Bill 393 (Devitis/O'Brien)/Senate Bill 165 (Dolan/Skindell) - Brine Sales.
These companion bills would remove from Ohio's oil and gas waste laws
the treated oil and gas waste from traditional, vertical wells. The waste
would be deemed a commodity that could be sold commercially. The
OECAF testified as an interested party to the bills because of the sponsors'
willingness to strengthen testing requirements for the material; however,
the OEC remains very concerned about the amount of heavy metals and
radium that could still exist in the brine even after treatment.
Senate Bill 238 (Dolan) - Wind Farm Setbacks. This bill would restore Ohio's
wind setback laws to a more reasonable distance than what is in the
current law. The Ohio General Assembly changed the setback law in a
budget bill with no testimony or public input and increased the setbacks so
much that it essentially has halted commercial wind development in the
state. The OECAF supports this bill.
Senate Joint Resolution 5 (Huffman) - Congressional Redistricting. The OEC and
the OECAF understand the importance of having a well-functioning
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representative democracy. Bipartisan solutions are more likely when voters
select their elected officials and not the other way around, and keeping
communities together gives voters leverage to demand action on the
pollution going into the neighborhood creek or the quality of their air. That
is why the OEC was involved in negotiating a legislative end to partisan
gerrymandering of Ohio's congressional districts. The OEC supports SJR 5
and the redistricting initiative on May 8 primary ballot that will place the
negotiated bipartisan map-drawing process in Ohio's constitution.
Local Issue
Julie Morris, a member of the Kent Sustainability
Commission and representative to the city of
Kent's ad hoc committee responsible for drafting
a new climate action plan in support of the Paris
Climate Accord, spoke about the progress of the
committee, which has been meeting monthly
since December. Morris said the committee has
decided to use the same software and
greenhouse gas emissions categories being used worldwide in their efforts to
establish a Kent baseline. The committee will be seeking input from stakeholders
in the community through a series of outreach meetings later this year. (Kent City
Council received an update on the work of this committee on March 7.)
Action Tool Kit
For citizens who want to take action on
environmental issues, the following options
were suggested at the KEC annual meeting:
ResistBot. This free app helps voters oppose
President Donald Trump's harmful
environmental actions by faxing voters' text
messages to their representatives in Congress.
5 Calls.This free app is the easiest and most effective way for citizens to make an
impact on national and local politics. Turn your passive participation into active
resistance. Choose an issue from the list on the app and get a brief summary of the
issue, an even briefer script and phone numbers for your government officials so
you can make five calls in five minutes. Facebook likes and Twitter retweets cannot
create the change you want to see. Calling your government on the phone can. So
far, 5 Calls users have made 2,151,666 calls.
One commenter on the 5 Calls site talked about copying and pasting 5 Calls phone
scripts into text messages that ResistBot turns into faxes to government
representatives. Another plus for 5 Calls is that it tells you about the most critical
topics of the day, provides a simple script, and lets you know which
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representatives have a say on those topics. That means you can figure out what to
talk about and how to talk about it in less than five minutes each day. It may not
be the way 5 Calls was intended to be used, but the strategy is helpful.
Traditional Approach. If you prefer to use a non-app approach, to download a
page of contact Information for various federal, state and local legislative officials,
go to http://files.constantcontact.com/79e5d256201/1963fd30-663d-47f6-bf78c95b1b78792d.pdf.
--Lis Regula and Lorraine McCarty

KEC Supports Wind Efforts in Lake Erie
The KEC board sent the
following letter in support
of the plan to move
ahead with wind turbines
for Lake Erie. Approval by
the Ohio Power Siting
Board is one of the last
hurdles the wind turbine
project is facing.
Kent Environmental Council
P.O. Box 395
Kent, Ohio 44240
Ohio Power Siting Board,
The purpose of this letter is to add the endorsement of the Kent Environmental
Council for the proposed development of electrical generation using wind
generators constructed in Lake Erie by Windustrious Cleveland. Wind power is
abundantly available over Lake Erie and, unlike fossil fuels, is not exhausted over
time. Six wind generators are currently proposed for Lake Erie and will be located
near the city of Cleveland, creating an efficient use of the wind resource without
the loss of power inherent in long transmission lines. The proposed Lake Erie siting
does not require large areas of land nor does it impinge on nearby residents or
pose a threat to private land values. Further, the implementation of alternative
energy sources will reduce pressure on our state parks and forests, which are under
the threat of gas and oil development.
The Kent Environmental Council has, since 1970, stood for the protection of the
environment and all of its biological diversity. To that end, recent studies have
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shown that birds and bats are not significantly affected by an off-shore wind farm.
Birds have learned to navigate these fields, and bats do not typically frequent areas
this far from land. Most important, wind power does not contribute to climate
instability but rather promotes a new power generating application that has been
shown to be clean, safe and effective throughout Europe and around the world. By
contrast, drilling for gas and oil requires millions of gallons of fresh water, which is
then laced with dangerous chemicals for the fracking process. This water can never
be returned to use and must be injected deep into the earth where it poses threats
to the safety of our groundwater and nearby residents. Coal, a principal fuel for
centuries, is and will continue to be, a threat to our climate and health.
Like energy from solar generation, the cost of wind energy and wind turbine
installation has dropped dramatically and will continue to drop with increased
adoption and manufacturing capacity. For all of these reasons, the Kent
Environmental Council strongly supports the Windustrious Cleveland initiative and
looks forward to Ohio becoming a leader in the development and expansion of
wind power, a source of good jobs and a brighter future.
Sincerely,
Kent Environmental Council

Holding Fossil Fuel Companies Liable for
Harm from Climate Change
When will the oil companies have to pay their share of the damages from climate
change? This question was the focus of a conference sponsored by the Union of
Concerned Scientists and the Emmett Institute on Climate Change and the
Environment at UCLA School of Law on January 25.
The short answer is that seven lawsuits by cities and counties in California have
already begun. These lawsuits are different from those of the last couple of
decades. Instead of going after the emitters, such as power plants, everyone who
drives and
otherwise uses energy, these
lawsuits are going after the
fossil-fuel extractors on the
basis that they helped to
create a nuisance that harmed
the public. Such a tactic was
successful with tobacco
companies, and those who
spoke at the meeting were
hopeful that it would be
successful with fossil-fuel extractors as well--or at the least that these lawsuits will
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not be dismissed outright in the early stages as others have been, given that new
evidence is available to support the payment of damages.
It is now known, for example, that the American Petroleum Institute (API) and the
oil companies that the organization represents had information 50 years ago that
climate change was real. Some specifics:
• A 1968 report from the API shows that the organization knew that greenhouse
gases would lead to climate change.
• Evidence that oil companies acted on the API information to do things such as
raising the level of drilling platforms because they knew that sea levels
would be rising or using the same science they were discrediting to decide
where it would be best to drill.
• In the 1980s, the industry knew the harm its products were causing because
Exxon had formed an Energy and ClimateTask Force and reported the
group's findings internally to other petroleum companies but said nothing
to the public.
• By 1982, these companies knew there was a short window to take action on
climate change but, rather than help the world move to renewable sources
of power sooner, the companies made other choices to help their bottom
lines.
• As the Kyoto Protocol was being adopted, the API made a deliberate effort to
sew doubt about climate change. Exxon paid for editorials in the New York
Times to raise doubt and question the science and its conclusions. The
industry convinced President George W. Bush to not sign the Kyoto
document and to reduce regulations. Millions of dollars were spent to fund
various front groups.
Basically, the gas and oil companies knew that their products were risky and
causing harm to the environment and public health, deliberately kept the public
from knowing the true effects of climate change, actively created disinformation,
and then continued to make decisions that harmed the public.
For nuisance losses to be granted, the defendants must have known the nature of
the harm, engaged in a campaign to use the product despite the known harm, and
engaged in activities to undermine the science involved. Also needed is the ability
to connect the harm to a specific cause (greenhouse gas emission in this case). The
evidence proves that these companies meet these criteria. Under the process of
discovery, the tobacco lawsuits brought forth
numerous internal documents the tobacco
companies kept from the public, showing that
they knew the harm their products were
causing, including lung damage and other
public health issues. This evidence has led to
a new societal view of tobacco. The hope is
high that the courts will take oil and gas cases
seriously and that even more will come out about what the companies knew and
what they did to try and silence the science through the discovery process in the
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new lawsuits that have been brought by California and others in the United States
and internationally.
Climate attribution scientists are trying to determine how to assess the costs. They
have begun to do this by tracking historically how much coal and oil has been
extracted annually, translating that information into units of CO2 and methane,
and then putting those figures into climate change models that look at
consequences such as volcanic eruptions, deforestation and agricultural processes.
Climate attribution scientists are still working to fine tune the costs of various
environmental events. The direct impact of
climate change on rising sea levels and a diminishing snowpack, for example, are
easy to calculate; however, wildfires are difficult to calculate because how the fires
start comes into play.
Data show that about one half of carbon and methane emissions
released into the atmosphere by 90 fuel extraction companieswith most of the emissions coming since 1988 when the
companies knew the risks that carbon and methane posed to
the environment. Data also show that one-third of sea rise can
be attributed to those 90 companies. While each individual
company's responsibility for the rise may as low as 2% to 3%, the
costs and damages from climate change are very large.

have been

The issues need to be examined in a court of law. These companies should be
paying their fair share of the costs for current and future events. The issue needs
to be settled soon because as the climate heats up, the costs are sure to increase.
--Lorraine McCarty

Learn Your Land
Learn Your Land is the YouTube channel of Adam
Haritan, who lives in Pennsylvania, a state with a
habitat very similar to that of Ohio's. Haritan has
produced many short videos about nutritional and
environmental benefits and problems of various plants and mushrooms along with
helpful tips. To learn more about the plants in the woods and wild spaces of Ohio
or the most nutritious plant in the state, go to
(https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCcbf8wnyVJl631LAmAbo7nw/videos)
Or click here to learn things you never knew about garlic mustard
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ANZ60K3h2ow
--Bob Wilson
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Recommended Reading about Climate Change

Check out Green American Magazine's issue titled "Climate
Change: 100 Reasons for Hope" at
https://www.greenamerica.org/magazine/climatechange-100-reasons-hope to learn more about the
progress being made.
The Climate Reality Project has a new fact sheet that takes
the complex and sometimes confusing topic and makes it easy
to
understand. With the "Climate 101: What Is Renewable Energy?" fact sheet, you
can learn the basics about renewable energy and how it's creating jobs, powering
businesses and cutting costs around the world in a way that will fight the climate
crisis and support a sustainable future for the planet. For your fact sheet, go to
https://www.climaterealityproject.org/sites/default/files/Climate101RenewableEn
ergy-32618.pdf
--Iris Meltzer

Test Your Knowledge about Self-Driving Cars!
According to the Union of
Concerned Scientists (UCS), selfdriving cars are being touted as
the biggest innovation since
cars were invented. Sooner than
you think, the cars will be on the
streets in cities and towns across
the country. Autonomous cars
and trucks, together with ridehailing services such as Uber and
Lyft, could have big impacts--both good and bad--for traffic, pollution, safety and
mobility.
Take the UCS quiz at https://www.ucsusa.org/clean-vehicles/self-driving-carsquiz#.WsUB7GaZP-Z to see what you know about the future of cars.
(Source: Union of Concerned Scientists, February 13, 2018.)

Rechargeable Batteries Revised and Improved for
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Industrial Use
While the liquid-sodium rechargeable battery is nearly 50 years old, new research
findings at the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology reported in
the journal Nature Energy show that
a revised version of the battery can
be used for reliable storage in gridscale installations to make
intermittent power sources such as
wind and solar viable. The MIT
researchers replaced the brittle and
fragile ceramic membrane that
separated the molten components
in the original-style battery with a
specially coated metal mesh (steel
mesh coated with titanium nitride), which is stronger, more flexible and able to
withstand the rigors of use in industrial power-storage systems. Professor Donald
Sadoway, the lead researcher, calls the findings a real breakthrough.
This new mesh can be applied to a wide variety of molten-electrode battery
chemistries, such as sodium/nickel-chloride or sodium sulfur, leading to use in
grid-scale storage and perhaps other applications as well. The new battery, the
MIT researchers say, would not be suitable for cars or phones. It is intended for
larger uses where cost is especially important and size and weight are not. Use of
the new battery can enable renewable power sources to be "always available" and
decrease the need for fossil fuels.
Source: Environmental News Network, January 24, 2018.
--Larry Cole and Lorraine McCarty

EPA and Environmental Watch
The article on KEC's annual meeting covered much of the news about proposed
federal cuts to many environmental programs, so here are a few other issues
worth noting:
• The Trump administration has rolled back pollution
rules on oil and gas operations and coal-ash
dumps. The action significantly weakens
protections for human health and the
environment while reaping benefits for oil
and gas operators of up to $16 million by
2035. The EPA says the action will provide
regulatory certainty and save electric utilities
$100 million per year in compliance costs.
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• EPA Administrator Scott Pruitt has brought the number of EPA personal to its
lowest level since 1988 and has announced plans to cut another 2,500
employees over the next two years. With enforcement actions already at a
10-year low, the elimination of even more workers means that
enforcement actions are likely to drop 12%.
The actions taken by the EPA are gutting safeguards to clean air and water,
affecting everyone. The country's water and air will be more polluted. People will
get sick and die--and you could be one of them.(
(Sources: Akron Beacon Journal, February 25 and 28, and March 2, 2018.)

--Lorraine McCarty

Dates to Remember
April 7, 9:30 a.m.-11:30 a.m.
Face2Face Voters and Candidates Forum
United Church of Christ (lower church hall)
April 15, 6 p.m.-9 p.m.
Environmental Film Festival
Kiva Auditorium, KSU
April 21, 11 a.m.-4 p.m.
Who's Your Mama Earth Day Festival
Downtown Kent
April 28, 5:30 p.m.
20th Annual Portage County Environmental Awards Dinner
American Legion Hall, Kent
May 19, 9 a.m.-1 p.m.
28th Annual River Day Celebration
Haymaker Farmer's Market, Kent
June 1
4th Annual Edith Chase Symposium
Lake Effect Poetry 4p.m.
Symposium 7p.m.
Click here for details.

The Environment in the News
FirstEnergy to Close Nuclear Plants
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Akron Beacon Journal - March 29, 2018
FirstEnergy is planning to close the Davis-Besse nuclear power plant near Toledo in
2020 and the Perry nuclear power plant in Lake County and the nuclear plant at
Beaver Valley near Pittsburgh in 2021. Company officials have hinted that they are
still hoping to get extra funding for the nuclear plants from Ohio and Pennsylvania,
which has not been forthcoming from lawmakers, despite the company's pleas.
Algae Leads to 'Impaired' Designation for Western Lake Erie
Record-Courier - March 23, 2018
Ohio has finally designated the western end of Lake Erie impaired because the
Ohio EPA has determined that this part of the lake is not meeting water quality
standards. The designated area stretches about 60 miles from Toledo to
Marblehead. While this designation could lead to federal orders for stricter
pollution regulation, Craig Butler, state EPA director, does not think it will happen
because Ohio already has a federally approved plan to combat the algae. Officials
also stressed that the lake isn't unsafe and does not need to be avoided when
there are no algae blooms in the water. Environmentalists believe that voluntary
actions in place now are not enough and that tougher regulations are needed.
They have filed a lawsuit in federal court to obtain stricter regulations.
One Last Job for Kasich--Extend Pollution Curbs to Existing Oil and Gas Wells
Akron Beacon Journal - Our Opinion, March 11, 2018
Under the Kasich administration, curbs were put on new oil and gas operations
through requirements such as using more efficient equipment, conducting regular
inspections and repairing leaks or other problems. Before the governor leaves
office, he can extend these protections to existing oil and gas wells. A recent study
in Pennsylvania shows that methane emissions measured at well sites were five
times greater than reported by the companies that operate the sites. Issues in
Ohio are similar. Methane is a very potent greenhouse gas. Lowering methane
emissions could reduce smog and advance public health,while the oil and gas
companies could become more efficient and cost-effective by recovering more
product to sell. As the governor has often argued, the states need to be at the
front of the issue.
Congressional Support Sought for Coal, Nuclear Power Plants
Akron Beacon Journal - March 9, 2018
FirstEnergy is pressing the Trump administration to save its coal and nuclear power
plants. The company's congressional supporters have sent letters to the president
and to the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission saying that these uncompetitive
power plants provide national security. All of this is happening while the company
is looking at restructuring and trying to sell its power plants. The hope is that these
efforts, if successful, will help the plants look more attractive to buyers.
New State Park Named after Jesse Owens
Fox 8 News - March 6, 2018
Gov. John Kasich announced that Ohio is getting a new state park and will be
named after Jessie Owens. The Ohio Department of Natural Resources purchased
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60,000 acres of reclaimed land in eastern Ohio (spanning parts of Guernsey,
Morgan, Muskingum and Noble counties) from American Electric Power in August.
The park will be one of the largest in Ohio. The facilities for the park have not been
built, but the land will be used for outdoor recreational opportunities, including
hunting and fishing, in the meantime.
Going Green, Saving Green
Record-Courier - February 1, 2018
PARTA is building a compressed natural gas (CNG) station on Summit Street just
east of Loop Road, which will be open to the public and will service the transit
agency's eight new CNG buses. PARTA received federal funds to purchase the
buses between now and 2020. PARTA spokesperson Brian Trautman said that
PARTA hopes the new infrastructure will encourage area residents to consider CNG
as a fuel source when purchasing cars. The groundbreaking for the facility will be in
March, and work is expected to be finished by early May. Natural gas burns
cleaner, helps reduce the area's carbon footprint and saves money in the long
term. PARTA also is using five digital displays at the Kent Central Gateway to keep
track of routes and to show bus arrival times based on real-time information,
among other things.
Utility to Phase Out Coal
Akron Beacon Journal - February 20, 2018
Consumers Energy in Traverse City, Michigan, will phase out coal-based energy
production by 2040 to help slash the company's heat-trapping greenhouse gas
emissions. The company will generate 40% of its power from renewable sources
and the rest from natural gas and hydropower while improving efficiency to meet
customers' needs.
'Our Citizens Deserve' Cleaner Water
Record-Courier - February 26, 2018
The quote in the title is from Streetsboro Mayor Glenn Broska, who is asking the
city council's finance committee to look into long-standing complaints about the
taste, hardness and discoloration of the city's water by funding an independent
study. The city contracts for its water from Portage County. Gene Roberts, director
of the county water department, attended a public meeting in the city to answer
questions about an error by a young operator in November (which has since been
corrected). Roberts took addresses from those who complained about their water
but stated that he would be surprised if the problem was in the water the county
provides because he has not had similar complaints from other customers. The
study the mayor is asking the city to fund would create a water map the city could
use to determine where issues are coming from and then make recommendations
on fixing the issues--regardless of whether those fixes are at the city level (such as
more frequent flushing of water lines) or at the county level.
FirstEnergy to Deactivate Coal Plant in W. Va.
Akron Beacon Journal - February 17, 2018
Financial considerations have led FirstEnergy to announce plans to deactivate its
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1,300-megawatt Pleasants Power Station along the Ohio River in Willow Island,
West Virginia, by year's end. The plant has 190 employees. The regional
transmission organization responsible for electric-grid reliability must review and
approve the deactivation. FirstEnergy said it will continue to try and sell the plant
while planning for deactivation.
Residents Worry New Coal Mine Will Undo Water Efforts
Record-Courier - February 25, 2018
Athens County residents have worked for 20 years to cleanse the southeastern
Sunday Creek and Monday Creek watersheds of acid drainage from old coal mines
and have achieved cleaner water and an increase in fish species. The new mine
that the Oxford Mining Company plans to operate near Glouster, Ohio, worries
county residents. Restoration work totaling more than $9 million has already been
spent, and more than $2.6 million was spent cleaning up the Sunday Creek
watershed, which will be impacted by the new mine. The mine has pending
permits from the Ohio Environmental Protection Agency and the Ohio Department
of Natural Resources Division of Mineral Resources Management to operate for
five years. Residents hope that state officials will take the money already spent
into consideration. Mine officials say their operation is properly permitted and
that they will use stringent testing to operate the mine cleanly.
Green Halts Fight over Pipeline
Akron Beacon Journal - February 8, 11, 15, 17, and March 29, 2018
Green City Council voted 4 to 3 to accept a $7.5 million offer to let the Nexus
pipeline proceed through the community despite public uproar against the
decision. The mayor defended the decision, saying, "After consulting our legal
environmental advisers, it became clear this was the most advantageous time for
the city to consider settlement." The fight has been going on in the courts for three
years, and opponents of the pipeline were running out of legal options after the
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission and the Ohio EPA approved the project.
The community did receive a commitment of training, meetings, updates, 24-hour
monitoring and inspections. Nexus agreed to follow local rules through a road-use
management agreement and will not claim the cover of federal jurisdiction. The
company also will post a $5 million bond to repair city roads that deteriorate as a
result of the project and will keep the bond in place for two years after final
repairs are made. Federal courts will have oversight responsibility for the
agreement, which may provide faster enforcement of the agreement's provisions.
The pipeline work could begin within a week. Residents unhappy with the
agreement have begun a petition drive to reverse the city's settlement. The goal is
to have the measure on the August or possibly November election ballot if enough
signatures can be obtained. Because the city has agreed to support the pipeline,
the city may be forced to spend tax dollars to fight its citizens and defend the
pipeline.City officials have pointed to Oberlin, which rejected a Nexus settlement
and received nothing. They add that rejecting the settlement could cancel the
benefits the city now has and impose additional damages against the city.
Gas Pipeline Deal Nets $12.6 Million Fine
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Akron Beacon Journal - February 9, 2018
Sunoco will pay a $12.6 million fine but be allowed to resume work under a
consent agreement. The 350-mile Mariner East 2 pipeline in Pennsylvania has been
plagued by spills and leaks of drilling fluid and improper construction methods,
and the company was ordered to stop work January 3 until it could demonstrate
compliance with the state's clean streams law and other environmental
regulations.
Algae Impairs Lake Erie
Akron Beacon Journal - Opinion - February 8, 2018
In January, the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency withdrew its earlier approval
of the Ohio EPA's assessment that Lake Erie is not impaired. The federal agency
noted that the Ohio EPA did not show all of the required data used to reach its
conclusion and gave the state agency until April 9 to provide a new evaluation.
Designating the lake as impaired will lead to strong federal action under the Clean
Water Act. Michigan has already applied the impaired designation to its portion of
the lake. The massive blooms and dead zones Lake Erie has experienced will
jeopardize Ohio's $1.7 billion tourism industry. The Akron Beacon Journal believes
that designating the open water of Lake Erie as impaired with bring the full
measure of referral law and regulation to the effort, improve scientific analysis,
and help the response to be driven by evidence--with mandatory compliance--so
that the problems are corrected now.
States Link Up to Battle Carp
Akron Beacon Journal - February 1, 2018
Michigan, Ohio, Wisconsin, and Ontario (Canada) have joined in partnership with
the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers to keep the Asian carp out of the Great Lakes.
This Great Lakes Basin Partnership to Block Asian Carp will upgrade the Brandon
Road lock and dam near Joliet, Illinois, which separates the carp-infested
Mississippi River watershed and Lake Michigan. The coalition has agreed to share
the costs for five years while seeking long-term sources of support. Construction is
slated to begin in 2022, but some members of the coalition are pushing for faster
action, citing the urgent need. The three states (Michigan, Ohio, Wisconsin) that
have agreed to the construction timetable border 90% of the Great Lakes' surface
area, and contributions will be assessed on a percentage basis to supplement
federal monies. Ohio, for example, borders about 4% of the lake and would be
responsible for 4% of the funding costs. Nearby regions--including Illinois, Indiana,
Minnesota, New York, Pennsylvania and Quebec--have not yet signed on.
Scientists say the four types of Asian carp in Lake Erie could outcompete native
species and be devastating for the $7 billion fishing industry. One species of Asian
carp was found last June in Chicago's Little Calumet River, just nine miles from
Lake Michigan. There are still legislative approvals needed as well as fine tuning of
the plan.
New Major Grows
Record-Courier - February 8, 2018
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Kent State University's environmental studies program kicked off in the fall of 2017
with just 40 students and is now on target to have more than 100 students by next
spring. The young people attracted to this field are aching to do something about
the environment, are intrigued by the science and want to be able to
communicate these ideas to the public--either through journalism, environmental
advocacy, public policy and planning, or a myriad of other avenues. The curriculum
was developed in collaboration with the departments of biology, geography,
geology and sociology. Partnering with the community is a large part of the
program.
--Summarized by Lorraine McCarty
KEC Membership
We welcome anyone who wants to join the Kent Environmental Council and
support our efforts. If you are already a member, you will be receiving
a reminder of renewal by mail the month before the expiration date for your dues.
Remember, dues are the main source of income for KEC. We need your support
to do our work.
Just send in your name, address, phone, email address and your check made payable
to: Kent Environmental Council and mail to: KEC, P.O. Box 395,Kent, OH 44240.
To join or renew online with PayPal, go to kentenvironment.org/Membership.
Membership levels are $45, Sustaining; $35, Family; $25, Individual; $15, Golden
Buckeye; $10, Student; $500, Lifetime; and $200, Organization. KEC dues are not
tax deductible because the organization has a 501(c)(4) status.

View our Website at www.kentenvironment.org
Communicate with us on Facebook at
http://www.facebook.com/KentEnvironmen

Come for an informal breakfast discussion of environmental issues at Little
City Grill
every Friday at 8 a.m. No reservations necessary.
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